Talk
About
Money
Mental health, challenger banks, and the future of
financial inclusion

“A vulnerable customer is someone who, due to their personal circumstances, is
especially susceptible to detriment, particularly when a firm is not acting with
appropriate levels of care.”
− Financial Conduct Authority

If you’re affected by any of the issues
discussed in this report, you can receive free
and confidential support at any time from the
following services.
The Samaritans
116 123
samaritans.org
Mind
0300 123 3393
mind.org.uk
GamCare
0808 8020 133
gamcare.org.uk

With thanks to:
Jos Henson Grič, Policy Exchange
Deven Ghelani, Policy in Practice
Mary-Ann Stephenson, Women’s Budget Group
Alan Gibson, Department for Work and Pensions
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Foreword
The UK has almost 2 million unbanked
consumers. Millions more slip under the radar,
overlooked and underserved by mainstream
financial institutions.

shed light on how that might be achieved.
Towards the end of the report, we have drawn
attention to two issues we think particularly
noteworthy.

But financial exclusion has consequences. With
bank branches and cash machines closing
in their thousands each year, and an ageing
population neglected by service-providers,
this is no longer an issue the UK can afford to
ignore.

One of these is problem gambling. This theme
perfectly illuminates the destructive impact of
financial exclusion on the mental health of the
vulnerable - and the areas in which high street
banks are letting down some of the UK’s most
precarious groups.

Four years ago, Pockit was founded on the
principle of financial inclusion. Today we serve
nearly half a million customers from all ages,
regions, deciles, and walks of life.

The second issue is Universal Credit. This is a
policy that in theory stands to enhance the
financial capability of millions, but if and only
if non-governmental sectors begin to prioritise
the financially underserved.

We are committed to eradicating the problems
associated with financial underprovision. One
of the most pressing such problems is poor
mental health.

That, above all, is Pockit’s project.
All that remains is to extend our gratitude to
those who have given their time to support both
the Talk About Money project and this report.

In the UK, one in five women and one in eight
men experiences a mental health issue at any
given time. Poor mental health can lead to
financial strain, which can in turn aggravate
poor mental health. This vicious circle needs to
be broken, and I hope that the following can

I am also, as ever, proud of the Pockit team’s
continued determination to advance financial
inclusion for the benefit of all.

Kind regards,
Virraj Jatania
CEO and founder
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Mapping the UK’s underserved
• Volume underestimated compared to the financially excluded market
The survey that
provides the backbone
of this report contains
responses from
6,819 participants.
All respondents are
Pockit customers.
As the map shows,
unlike many fintech
users Pockit’s
customers are not
concentrated in the
capital. They are
also not especially
millennial - indeed, the
average customer age
is 39, just one year
short of the national
average.

significantly, as will
become clear from
the findings of this
report. Reaching
the truly excluded those lacking stable
addresses, any
documentation at
all, or any financial
literacy - is a separate
challenge. This will be

an account with a
traditional provider.
The formally
unbanked market in
the UK - the proportion
of adults with bank
accounts in their own
names - is shrinking.2
But the underserved
market is growing

addressed in future
work. The focus of
this report is those
simply neglected or
underserved by the
high street.
Formal access to a
bank account cannot
guarantee true
financial inclusion.

Heatmap: Pockit’s customer base

The respondents span
every deprivation
decile, and - in line
with Pockit’s wider
customer base exhibit a broad range
of financial capability.
Many consumers
use Pockit alongside
a high-street bank
account. A growing
proportion, however,
use Pockit as their
primary account (i.e.
use it to receive their
income).
Qualitative research
suggests that this is
often due to consumer
frustration with
retail banks. In some
cases, however, it is a
result of consumers’
inability even to open
4

After inclusion: a diverse market
Pockit equips those previously underserved, or
excluded, with a digital current account.

Below are charts illustrating these merchants,
and the sources of payments into Pockit
accounts.

These consumers are similar in profile to those
of the mainstream financial services market;
the most popular merchants are provicers of
groceries, transport, or digital services.

Pockit sees more payments in via cash than
most banks, but most banks do not offer the
ability to do so at PayPoints.

Top of the shops: Pockit customers’ spends
AliExpress
PlayStation

M&S

Morrisons

Tesco
iTunes

Amazon

Sainsburys
Aldi
Waitrose

Co-op

ASDA
Google
Store

SkyBet

Lidl

McDonald’s

TFL
Main source of payments into Pockit

Cash
45%

Direct deposits
55%
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Wish

Women and older adults
• Disproportionately affected by mental health issues
• Unique problems with both financial exclusion and underprovision
Older adults
Age is correlated with
social isolation.2 But
older demographics
also face unique
mental health issues,
such as degenerative
illnesses, which can
exclude them from
financial services
altogether.
An alternative is
granting power of
attorney, and this
year a record 726,000
consumers completed
that process.3 But
doing so is expensive
and time-consuming,

Women

despite many
financial institutions
denying account
access without it.
Customers can be
left unable to access
funds for necessities.

Women in the UK are
more likely to use
high-cost credit than
men.4 Their average
hourly income is 17%
lower,5 and they are
more likely to spend
time doing unpaid
care work.6 They are
also more likely to be
in insecure work.7

Older adults are
also less likely to
be digitally literate.
Some providers offer
special services, like
paper statements,
but as demand for
these dwindles those
dependent upon
them are increasingly
neglected.

Disproportionate
strain is placed
on the financial
and psychological
resources of women.
It is no surprise, then,
that one in five (19%)

experiences at least
one mental health
disorder, compared to
one in eight men.8
Women are at least
1.2 times more likely
to attempt suicide,
and risks are higher
for women in ethnic
minorities.9
Traditional banks
have failed to provide
for vulnerable
demographics. It is
up to new market
entrants to tackle this
challenge.

Average pay-in per month
Age

Gender
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30-40

40-50

50-60

60-70

70-80

Female
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Male

A culture of silence: consumer views
What’s stopping you from talking to others about money?
They’d think I wanted money,
rather than just a listening ear.

Anxiety disorder and agoraphobia
prevent me from going out much, and
speaking on a telephone. So I’m limited
on what I can do.

I don’t want to burden family with
money worries.
My friends are
in the same
situation as
I am. Who’s
going to listen
to me?

Talking to
others makes
me feel like
a failure.
These are my
problems, not
theirs.

My finances
have been a
problem for a
long time, so
I’m worried
that those
around me get
sick of hearing
about it. The
fact that I have
depression and
anxiety issues
only makes it
worse.

I’ve just had a baby, so times are
hard enough without putting extra
pressure on them.

I have early dementia, and get
so embarrassed
if I make a mistake. So I just
don’t discuss
problems.

7

What’s the
point?
Everyone’s
in the same
position as
I am.

How traditional banking
fails the underserved
How does your high-street account
make you feel about money?

How does Pockit make you
feel about money?
8%

16%

47%
92%

37%

More in control

I’ve never had a high-street account
Every challenge
faced by the average
consumer is magnified
for those with mental
health problems. As
the testimony on page
7 illuminates, simple
tasks like picking
up the telephone or
replying to emails can
become daunting to
the point of fear.
When interacting
with customers who
face these kinds
of vulnerability, it
is incumbent upon
financial service
providers to adapt.
But doing so
successfully poses
unique challenges for
retail banks. Below,
we profile some of the
reasons for this.

No ID, no entry to
the market

£70.
According to the
survey, visualised
opposite, this would
put at least 34% of
people into a crisis
(the actual figure
is likely to be above
40%).

In order to set up
a high-street bank
account, customers
typically need at
least one document
verifying their identity,
and at least one
document to serve as
proof of address.
Identification
typically means
a driver’s licence
or passport, and
acceptable proofs of
address are usually
bank statements or
bills dating back at
least three months.
The problem lies in
the fact that a driver’s
licence is not issuable
without a passport.
And a passport, in the
UK, costs more than

“

For many
of those on
Universal Credit,
the cost of a
passport is more
than a week’s
income

£70 constitutes over
a week’s income for
many of those on the
standard Universal
Credit allowance, and

8

Less in control
there exists no option
to spread the cost of
purchase.
Account statements
and utility bills are
also inaccessible to
the unbanked. Many
of the UK’s most
deprived customers
are reliant on prepaid
meters for utilities,
which can be topped
up locally with cash
and don’t issue
statements at all.
Yet these are some
of the people most
in need of financial
inclusion. Those
living in deprivation
are more than three
times as likely to be
treated for mental
health problems.10

The role of the challenger
There is urgent
demand for banking
to open its gates to
these demographics.
And right now,
the retail model
isn’t cutting it. The
situation is especially
frustrating because
these checks (knowyour-customer, or
KYC, protocols) are
possible to implement
quite painlessly.
Challenger bank
Starling, for
instance, offers
video verification
- accessible to
nearly anyone
with a smartphone.
Similarly, Pockit offers
all customers a basic
account at minimum.
Staff then collaborate
with users to find as
much identification
as possible, and so
offer the best chance
of accessing higher
caps.

Creating smart
incentives

Retail banks
traditionally make
the most money
from their most
affluent customers.
Acquiring these

customers is therefore
competitive: an
established account
with funds flowing to
and from it is worth
hundreds of pounds,
hence the large
switching bonuses
on offer. Those who
don’t have much
money don’t look so
much like valuable
opportunities.

street banks, but it
is being catered to
and monetised by
those with the agility
to meet demand.
Pockit, whose focus is
precisely this market,
has been gross-profit
positive for close to
four years.

“

With annual branch
closures reaching
the hundreds,11 and
ATM closures hitting
the same volume
monthly,12 consumers
are being left behind.
The problem is
worsened because
people in rural areas
are disproportionately
likely to suffer with
long-term mental
health conditions.13

Scaling up support
Mental health was not
always at the fore of
public consciousness.
For firms established
in the last century or
before, support for
customers with these
issues now has to
be built into existing
frameworks.

For high-street
banks, recruiting
customers on
low incomes
is effectively
disincentivised

Overhauling legacy
systems is difficult
at scale. It requires
greater will to initiate,
and is more costly
than doing the same
in a smaller or newer
firm. Startups have
the advantage, in
being able to build
support into their
systems from day one.

For high-street
banks, recruiting
customers on low
incomes is effectively
disincentivised.
Legacy tech precludes
the flexibility to
accommodate diverse
needs.

Branch closure could
be mitigated if retail
banks’ processes
weren’t still optimised
for in-branch delivery.
Some are beginning
to operate an onlinefirst model, but user
experience is still so
poor that even techsavvy customers are
alienated.

Challenger banks,
meanwhile, are
mostly mobile-first.
They prioritise user
experience, and serve
customers whether
they’re at home or
on the go. A lack
of branches also
Banking on
minimises overheads,
mobility
creating savings that
Geographical
can be passed onto
isolation is a key driver
consumers.
of social exclusion.

That isn’t true for
the challenger. The
market of underserved
consumers has been
created by high-

I’d be in a crisis if my monthly income went down by...
£5

£10 £20

£50

£100

£200

£500

>£500

8%

6%

13%

18%

16%

18%

14%

7%
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Linking financial and social
exclusion
The survey results
expose the
contribution of
financial exclusion
to social exclusion.
Social exclusion in
turn is causally linked
to a variety of mental
health problems.

“

I feel it would
make no difference, because
nobody is going
to help me. I ﬁnd
it hard to think
about, even
though I know I
should.
These include
depression, anxiety,
and phobias.14

47% of respondents
felt embarassment
or fear of judgement
about discussing
their financial
situation with others compared to just 39%
who felt comfortable
doing so.

in a significant
proportion of write-in
responses.

which in turn cements
their social exclusion.
These resources are
both formal, such
as financial advice,
and informal, such
as emotional support
from family or friends.
Many respondents
mentioned a lack of
support networks
in their immediate
surroundings. Family

Shame is a strong
behavioural driver.
Currently, consumers
who feel unable to
discuss their finances
are trapped in a
vicious circle. Their
financial exclusion
deprives them of
access to resources

members, where
present, were reported
to be emotionally or
physically distant.
When we asked with
whom respondents
felt most comfortable
discussing finances,
more (26%) preferred
not to talk to anyone
than preferred to talk
to a financial advisor
(22%).

Why don’t you talk to others about money?

Other reasons

11%

I worry that they would
judge me

I don't have time

28%

12%

It feels embarrassing

49%

The desire not
to communicate
vulnerability - not to
appear in need or to
want help - emerged
10

The impact on physical health
In 2016, a Pockit
survey of 2,000
people found that the
average respondent
suffered more than
70 sleepless nights
per year over anxiety
about money.

performance, and
mood.16 Sleep loss is
not simply a symptom
of financial hardship,
but a contributing
factor: it lowers the
financial capability of
those affected.

Even short-term
sleep loss can
harm decisionmaking,15 cognitive

The 2016 research also
found that four in ten
identified money as
being the root cause

of ‘serious arguments’
with their partner.
These findings are
in line with those
presented here: the
strain associated with
financial exclusion
frequently leads to
social difficulties,
and thereby social
exclusion.

It is encumbent upon
banking providers
to transform this
situation.
Pockit is launching
the Talk About Money
campaign to do
just that: empower
customers to open up,
perhaps for the first
time, about a difficult
topic.

Have you ever lost sleep over financial problems?
In the past week

In the past month

Some years ago

25%

18%

20%

In the past year
21%
No, never
16%

Money
43%

Friends or
family
14%
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Health
10%

Living
situation
11%

Work
15%

Other
7%

What did you worry about most recently?

Gambling on mental health
There are an
estimated 400,000
‘problem gamblers’ in
the UK.17 Most do not
access treatment or
know how to get help.

Spending time
alone

Taken alone, gambling
is in no way indicative
of poor mental health.
In combination
with certain other
behaviours, however,
it can become a
particularly powerful
contributor to both
financial and mental
health problems.

One finding was
that whilst spends
on gambling are
generally lower
than non-gambling
spends, and both
kinds of spend are
consistent in volume,
the average value of
each transaction type
peaks at a different
time of day.

We selected a cohort
of active gamblers
and analysed their
transactions.

In this way, it is
frequently associated
with compulsion,
addiction, depression,
and financial trauma.
Compulsive gambling
can also cause
social isolation, the
psychological and
financial harms of
which are detailed
previously.
Finally, gamblers are
disproportionately
likely to suffer from
low self-esteem, to
develop stress-related
disorders, such as
anxiety, and to have
detrimental sleep
and eating patterns.
There is a link
between gambling
and addiction,
and particularly
between gambling
and problems with
substance misuse.18

compulsive behaviour.
These features would
be consistent with the
sleeping and eating
patterns outlined
previously.
Gamblers tend to
spend larger average
amounts on their
habit than they do
on other purchases
(e.g. groceries, online
shopping, bills), as
shown in the chart on
the previous page.
This is not necessarily
the result we would
expect from a hobby:
very few nongamblers spend more
on entertainment and
leisure than they do
on, for instance, food
shopping.

Looking at gambling
transactions, we
see large amounts
of cash being spent
in the early hours
of the morning. By
comparison, other
transactions hit their
maximum value at
around 10am.

“

Spends on gambling
are also more likely to
be declined than nongambling spends by
the same consumers,
most commonly
because the spend
exceeds the users’
account balance.
Declined transactions
suggest, at minimum,
a lack of awareness of
financial limits.

“

Compulsive
gambling can
cause isolation,
low self-esteem,
anxiety, and
more

A hidden problem
Detecting problem
gambling has
historically been left
to the loved ones of
those affected.

This suggests a
pattern of latenight, likely
solitary gambling
symptomatic of

But this is inadequate:
12

not all problem
gamblers will have
close family, and
those that do are
likely to experience
shame associated
with the habit,
possibly leading them
to conceal it.

We see a pattern
of late-night,
likely solitary
gambling
symptomatic
of compulsive
behaviour

Indeed, many
consumers use
separate bank
accounts for
gambling, although
more research is
required on the
motivation here. It
could be to hide the
problem, or it could
simply be to protect a
primary bank account
from fraud.
Nonetheless, by the
time family becomes
aware and is able
to intervene, the
addiction may have
progressed to the
point of causing
severe psychological
and/or financial
problems.

Building a bank-based solution
Answers to this
problem lie in
financial institutions
stepping up and
taking a more active
role in customer care.
Several banks already
offer self-exclusion
from gambling. This
is an important step,
but self-exclusion is
not always something
addicts can initiate.
Indeed, the more
vulnerable the
customer, the less
likely it is that they
will have the
resources to do
so successfully.

classification codes
(MCCs) can both
identify gambling
transactions at the
point of spend. Given
that 24/7 transaction
monitoring is already
de rigeur amongst

Outlets by
Lottoland

Bet365

Virgin
Games

There is an
alternative.
Visa and
Mastercard
merchant

banks for fraud
prevention purposes,
gambling spends can
be analysed in real
time. This makes it
possible to employ
machine learning
to identify patterns

associated with
problem gambling,
then detect instances
of these patterns as
they emerge. This
technology can be
used, as Pockit is
beginning to use it,
to create behavioural
spend frequency nudges and offer
support to those
struggling with
addiction. A predictive
approach can enable
intervention by the
PaddyPower
most appropriate
parties —
Gala
Sky Betting and
Bingo
which are not
Gaming, Leeds
necessarily
friends and
family —
Tombola
before
crises arise.
Ladbrokes

Betfred
888.com
Betfair

SkyBet

Coral

William Hill

Proportion of spends approved

Average transaction amount

100%

This solution
saves public
resources by
removing the need
for governmental
oversight, and can
also be adopted by
banking services
providers in a
relatively short timespan.

123%

Approved

Not gambling
13

Gambling

Declined

Spotlight: tracking the effect
of Universal Credit
Proportion of beneﬁt recipients by gender
Female

Male

Housing Beneﬁt

66%

Working Tax
Credit

83%

Jobseekers’ Allowance

40%

Child Tax Credit

94%

Income Support

83%

All legacy
beneﬁts

68%

Employment Support
Allowance

49%

Universal Credit

51%

Universal Credit is
changing the way
some of the UK’s most
deprived consumers
receive welfare
benefits. Rolled out
to more than 1 million
people as of July
2018, it means that
a number of legacy
benefits are now
consolidated into a
lump sum at the end
of each month, much
like a salary payment.
Policy goals include
simplification of
the welfare system,
increased financial
autonomy recipients,
and inculcation
of financial
responsibility.
But how well is it
achieving these
aims? And what are
the consequences
from those suffering
from financial
underprovision and/
or mental health
problems?

Rising debts

Women seeing
slower rollout

One significant
change for recipients
is that now, instead of
rent payments going
directly to recipients’
landlords, they go
to the recipient
themselves. The
responsibility lies
with the individual to
budget for a month in
advance.

Across all six benefits,
women make up 68%
of recipients. The
figure for Universal
Credit is just 51%.
This is due in part
to the fact that the
programme was
rolled out initially
to single, childless
claimants, who are
disproportionately
male. Whether all
of the 17% gap will
close as full rollout
approaches remains
to be seen.

Universal Credit areas
have seen a drop in
rent collections by
almost a third in the
public sector.19 Around
38% of private-sector
landlords have also
seen recipient tenants
go into arrears. Rent
is a priority debt,
so arrears are often
indicative of serious
financial trouble.

First come, first
served
In England, Universal
Credit for couples will
by default be paid
to the account of the
first person to claim it.

Only 13% of
landlords now report
being happy to let
properties to Universal
Credit recipients.20

Domestic abuse is
a gendered crime,21
and the majority
of domestic abuse
survivors experience
14

financial abuse at
some point.22
Because it is paid to
one account only,
Universal Credit
in its current form
poses unique risks to
women. Even in nonabusive relationships,
one partner having
to request income
from the other
creates a power
dynamic particularly
susceptible to
exploitation.
Finally, women whose
partners receive
Universal Credit for
them will now lack
the documentation
that accompanied
legacy benefits.
These letters were
often used as proof of
address, required to
open a bank account,
meaning that women
are now facing
financial exclusion
that could be easily
avoided.

Looking beyond the public sector
Each of these
problems − budgeting,
financial abuse, and
financial exclusion −
has a solution, many
of which the third
and private sectors
are already equipped
to provide. All that is
required is awareness
of the issue and
motivation to resolve
it.

Budgeting
smoothly
With lump sum
payments replacing
fortnightly, weekly, or
bi-weekly payments
in many cases,
developing budgeting
capacity in Universal
Credit recipients is
vital. This will prevent
rent arrears, reliance
on doorstep lending,

as alternatives to
and many more
challenges associated payday loans and
with debt and poverty. predatory lending.
One way to offer
budgeting support
is with digital
analytics. Showing
spend breakdown by
category is a simple
way for customers to
grasp their own habits
and begin to adapt
them accordingly.
Smart nudges, such
as notifications
in advance of bill
payments, can
support this.

Giving consumers
credit

There is also a market
for fair, simple,
and transparently
priced incomesmoothing products,

Spending analytics

Paul

12-34-56 / 012345678

£320.40
Available balance

Total cashback, all time

These include
salary-backed loans
where applicable,
and revolving
lines of credit set
up to encourage
responsible
borrowing. Ideally,
use of credit will
always be linked to
saving.

Fighting financial
abuse
It is essential that
those in vulnerability
are able to access
banking services
discreetly, without
having to travel far,
and without needing
a pre-existing bank
account from which to
transfer money.
Offering simple
KYC, cash deposits
from local sites, and
total control from
a portable device
are all key steps in
developing a product
that ensures total
user privacy and
autonomy.

£130.21

Sep 2018 - £861.33
Transport

£84.45

Food and drink

£23.50

Clothing

£37.27

Groceries

£148.91

Working directly
with women’s
organisations to equip
users with access to
banking is the next
step in ensuring that
financial abuse has
limited, short-term
effects.
15

Whose
responsibility?
It falls to government
to ensure all Universal
Credit recipients
are provided
with adequate
documentation.
But beyond this, all
financial services
providers can offer
solutions such as
budgeting tools and
affordable credit. Yet
currently the work
is being undertaken
near-exclusively by
challenger banks.
Mainstream lending,
for instance, remains
unaffordable to
millions with low
credit scores.
Challenger banks
taking on the bulk
of the work would
not be problematic,
but the audience
of many challenger
banks consists of
affluent, city-dwelling
millennials, rather
than those who may
need their services
most. Those in
deprivation continue
to pay excessively
for basic financial
services.
Pockit, built to
develop inclusion
through innovation,
stands for ending the
poverty premium in
access to banking.
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Methodology
For more detail on any of the below, please use the
contact details overleaf.

Pages 12 to 13 use the 30-day transaction history
of a cohort of 1,665 frequent gamblers (identified
by Mastercard classification code #7995). This
includes both gambling and non-gambling spends.

The survey that comprises the backbone of this
report was built on a representative sample of
6,819 Pockit customers, spanning a variety of ages,
regions, and income brackets. It collected both
qualitative and quantitative data; below is a list of
the questions asked in the survey, and the pages on
which they are visualised.

All data used on p. 14-15 is from 2018, excepting
the figures used to calculate Working Tax Credit
and Child Tax Credit breakdowns by sex. The most
recent data on Working Tax Credit and Child Tax
Credit allocation by sex is from 2013.

In order to give the most accurate picture of income
and expenditure, the diagrams on pages 4, 5, and
6 use transactional analysis of all Pockit’s active
customers over a 30-day period.

Working Tax Credit, Child Tax Credit, and Housing
Benefit are allocated on a household level. For this
reason, calculations use only the figures for single
persons in receipt of each, and exclude couples.

Data

Source

Housing Benefit

Stat-Xplore, accessed 15th Aug 2018

Employment Support Allowance

Stat-Xplore, accessed 15th Aug 2018

Jobseekers’ Allowance

Stat-Xplore, accessed 15th Aug 2018

Income Support

Nomis, accessed 15th Aug 2018

Universal Credit

Stat-Xplore, accessed 15th Aug 2018

Child Tax Credit

HM Revenue and Customs, Child and Working Tax
Credits Statistics, December 2013

Working Tax Credit

HM Revenue and Customs, Child and Working Tax
Credits Statistics, December 2013

Survey question

Page

Think about a time you’ve been stressed recently. What was the main reason
for the stress?

7

If you’ve ever had an account with a high street bank, how did it make you feel
about your money?

8

Overall, does Pockit make you feel more or less in control of your money?

8

Think about your monthly income. Which of these situations would put you in a
crisis?

9

Which of these people would you be happy to talk to about your financial
situation? (answers not visualised)

10

Have you ever lost sleep over financial problems or worries?

11

What’s stopping you talking to friends/family about your financial situation?
17

10-11
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